The proof is given in an appendix ( §5).
2. The invariants. Let Y be a space which is n-simple for all n *¿. 1. In particular, this means that tz^Y) is abelian. Suppose that 0 < n(l) < n(2) < ••• are the dimensions in which Y has nonzero homotopy groups, and set 7ti = 7tn(i)(Y). Recall that a Postnikov system for Y provides a sequence of fibre spaces (and commutative diagrams) Set ^"(ij-i = ^^"(i), where a denotes the suspension of cohomology operations.
(If n(l) = l, then O0 = 0.)
We next define a sequence of non-negative integers r"(i) as follows. Suppose first that 7i¡ is a cyclic group, and let / : Sn(l) -> Y represent a generator. Define t"(¡) to be the least positive integer such that t"(i.)S¡ ef*Hn(i\Y; it,), where s, generates the cyclic group Hn(i)(S"'-i);iti). If/*H"(0(Y;7ti) = 0,or if tt, is not cyclic (2) , set zn(n = 0. Denote by t"(()* the cohomology operation given by multiplying each cohomology class by the integer t"(¡) ; we consider this operation only in dimension n(i), with coefficients in 7i¡. Thus with each space Y we associate three sequences of cohomology operations: Y^,,<S>n(i)-x, and t"(¡)*. ( 2) The definition of the invariants t"(0 can be extended to the case that n¡ is not cyclic. Then rnw becomes a set of elements from Horn (nt, n,), but the usefulness of the generalization to applications seems limited.
Suppose now that Y is fixed, and let X be any other space. The operationŝ "(¡j and t"(;)* then have as domain the group H"(i)(X;7t¡), while3>"(¡-i>-1 has this group as range. In §3 we show that Image fl^^^cKernel*¥n(i) (i ^ 1).
Define, for i > 1
(Since *I/n(i) is not necessarily additive we denote by [Kernel *Pn(¡)] the least subgroup of Hn{l)(X;it) containing Kernel¥"<".) As above suppose that Y is n-simple for all n ^ 1 and suppose in addition that it¡e@, f _1. (These conditions are fulfilled, for example, if the singular homology groups of Ye <8 and either Y is simply-connected or Y is an ff-space [17, 5] .) We shall prove In §4 we compute the invariants $, XP, and t for the classifying spaces of the stable classical groups, and then apply Theorem 2.2 to the problem of classifying (stable) vector space bundles over complexes, obtaining as a special case the theorem of Peterson mentioned in §1.
Remark. Theorem 2.2 is only a first level result, in the sense that the groups 9l"(l)(X, Y) are defined using only primary cohomology operations. It is possible to define, for each n ^ 1, a sequence of nth order cohomology operations associated with Y, and using these to define a sequence of groups with numerator the same as 9l"c,)(X, Y) but with larger denominators. In §3 we sketch the definition of the second order operations, but for simplicity we do the details of the method only using primary operations. -» T"(¡+i). Then t(o-í"(¡+1)) = e"(¡+i), and hence by §4 of [12] , and the naturality of the transgression,
Recall that by [8] ,
Thus,
as claimed. It follows from (3.2) that the invariant <£"(()-1 is the same for the space Yand the space Y"U) for any;'< i, and the same is then true of the invariant nup provided a is an isomorphism.
Let / be a map from X to Yn(¡) (i 2; 1). We say that / lifts to Y"0) 0' > 0» if there is a map/' from X to YnU) such that gn(i+1) »••■ °q"U)0f' ^f. If X is a CW-complex, then/*s"(¡) is the (single) obstruction to lifting the map/to Yn(i+1y Recall [15; 19] that for any space X the following sequence is exact (i ^2). To apply this to the proof of Lemma 3.4, suppose first that there is a class ueHn(i_1)"1(X;7i,.) such that f*e = $(«). Take ft=/, w= -u and construct ft' as above. Since O is additive (it is a suspension), h'*e = $(-«) + <D(u) = -O(u) + O(u) = 0, and so ft' lifts to Yn(¡+1), which provides a lifting of 4"(j)° / as required.
Conversely, suppose that g is a map from X to Yn(¡+1) which lifts q"w°f. Set f*e = i>(w), which completes the proof of the lemma. Remark. By introducing higher order cohomology operations, one can give a necessary and sufficient condition that the map aB(i_y)°-.. °qn(i)°f lifts to YB(j+1)(j > 0).As an illustration we sketch the case y=l. Consider the fibrespace F U Yn(i) -Yn(i_2), where p = qMi-X)°qn(iy Then, F = O_(Y$!20; that is, a space with two nonvanishing homotopy groups, iti-2 in dimension n(i-2) -1 and ^,_! in dimension n(i -1) -1, and with 3>"(¡-2)-i as /c-invariant. Set
This is a secondary cohomology operation, defined on Kernel í>"(¡_2)_1 and taking values in the cosets of Imageí>"(¡_1)_1. One then proves an analogous result to Lemma 3.4:
The map p°f lifts to Y"(i+1) if, and only if,
Suppose now that X is a finite-dimensional CW-complex and that Y is a space whose homotopy groups e 'S. Furthermore suppose that 9t"w(X, Y) = 0 for i ~¿. (2) is simply-connected and so Lemma 3.4 can be applied to the spaces YnH) (i > 2) lying over Yn (2) . Suppose then that for some i > 2, / lifts to a map, /¡, from X to Y"(i). To complete the inductive step we must show that/ lifts to Yn(i+1), which will then complete the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Set u =f*£"(i) e Hn(l)(X ; it¡). Now ^"^ is the first fe-invariant for the space YB(¡), and therefore the map ^"^°y"(i) is null-homotopic. Thus Image^,^^.! cz Kernel¥"(,-), since <¡>n(i-X)-x =j*wy"a)*ina)> by 3.2. Similarly, We apply this to the case of the classifying spaces for the stable classical groups-O and U-defined by Bott [3] , studying first the space B0. (In general BG denotes a classifying space for a group G.) Bott shows that B0 = QlB0, with the following periodic homotopy groups. Here X is any space, Sg ' and P{ denote the respective mod 2 and mod 3 Steenrod operators, and è" (n ^ 2) denotes the Bockstein operator associated with the exact coefficient sequence 0->ZA Z -> ZB -► 0.
Using the above invariants we can compute the groups <¡HnW(K,B0) defined in §2. By (1. Here we have used the fact that the cohomology ring of B0 is determined by the universal Pontryagin and Stiefel-Whitney classes.
The integers tn(i) in 4.2 are given by the Bott divisibility conditions for the Pontryagin classes of real vector bundles over 4/c-dimensional spheres [4] .
To obtain the «^-invariants for B0, take a Moore-Postnikov decomposition for the fibre space PB0 -* B0. Set Thus these three invariants can be computed by using mod 2 coefficients. Moreover 0ll6tf16(Z,ll; Z) * Z2 + Z3, and therefore we can determine the mod 2 (respectively, mod 3) summand of this operation by using mod 2 (respectively, mod 3) coefficients. We first study the mod2 cohomology of the spaces ( Here t denotes the transgression homomorphism.
In order to compute <D7 we apply (*) to the fibering K(Z, 1) -> B(0,9) ->■ B(0,8).
For any integral cohomology class u let w denote its mod 2 reduction. Then xÇh) = Wg and t(Sq %) = 0, which shows by (*) and ( On the other hand Sq7EX0, Sq6Sq18x0 and Sq4Sq2Sq1eX0 are linearly independent in H11(B(0,10) ). (One sees this by applying jx* to these classes and using the Adem relations in Ff17(Z2,8) .) Since t(í9) = 610, it follows that x is a monomorphism on a summand complementary to Sq5Sq2(i9) in H16(Z2,9). Thus by (*)> j*2u must belong to the summand spanned by Sq5Sq2i9 and hence u = q*2v + a(Sq4EX2)
for some class ueiï16(B(0,10)). This completes the mod 2 calculations needed in 4.2. The remaining calculation is the mod3 summand in <bxx. Since <D3 = <T8í>n, it suffices to show that + <53 P3 t3 = j8 s8, and this follows at once from the fact that <53P3t3 generates H8(Z,3; Z) and that H*(B (Q,A) ; Z) has no 3-torsion. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2.
We turn now to the classifying space Bv. Bott [3] shows that Bv = 0.lBv, and that Again we can use these invariants to compute the groups ^"'''(Z.B^) (see §2).
Combining (1.1) and (2.1) we obtain Suppose that this has been proved for all integers r such that 1 ^ r < n. We show that this implies the statement for r = n. 
